
Matt’s the wrong chap

I have to write to support the comments of John

Scanlon in the August Kingsley Klarion

regarding Matt Chapman on ITV.

John complains about Chapman’s derogatory

comments about class racehorses. My complaint

is about his rudeness and how obnoxious he is

with fellow broadcasters and guests.

ITV have put together an excellent team and

generally cover UK horseracing very well.

However, Chapman has been given more and

more airtime. He interviews racing professionals

on-course, and in a bid to get cheap laughs is rude

and disrespectful.

Even worse is when he is on an in-studio panel.

I have had to stop watching the Saturday

morning racing preview because Chapman

continually talks over guests. A good example of

this was when Frankie Dettori was on after his

Royal Ascot four-timer, and Chapman

continually interrupted and spoke over him.

An interesting addition to the ITV team has

been Kevin Blake. He appears very

knowledgeable and adds lots of interesting

information regarding form, and particularly

Irish form. Again, Chapman is rude continually

to Kevin and derides his excellent connections to

Ballydoyle. I know who I would rather listen to!

For the good of ITV Racing they should get

rid of Matt Chapman, or at the very least limit his

input to 30-second clips from the betting ring.

Keep up the excellent work at the Kingsley

Klarion.

Alan Vannan

Peebles 

***********

Chapman’s the weak link

Many congratulations to Mark Johnston and all

the team on the record-breaking 50 winners in

July. I always enjoy reading the Kingsley Klarion

and have found that the articles in it, the breadth

of topics discussed and the views expressed are

balanced and enlightening. 

The August column by James Willoughby

combined a fascinating statistical overview of

KINGSLEY KICKBACK
MJ’s wins in comparison to other top trainers

with a flavour of MJ management philosophy.

John Scanlon always displays a wide-ranging

knowledge of racing, its horses and jockeys.  

I agree entirely with him when he lauds the

quality of most of ITV’s racing output and its

presenters, and he certainly hits the nail on the

head when highlighting the weakness of Matt

Chapman. The man’s voice, opinions and general

manner do nothing to enhance the rest of the

team. 

And, finally, my daily swim is now more

enjoyable after reading the August column by vet

John Martin on the benefits of hydrotherapy!

Well done Kingsley Klarion!

John Hunt

Marton, Middlesborough

************

Loudmouth

We live in a democracy. Therefore I feel entitled,

as well as compelled, to join in the ongoing Matt
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Chapman debate, and unreservedly agree with

what John Scanlon penned in August's edition of

the excellent, entertaining and informative

Kingsley Klarion, in which John revealed he was

"not a fan" of the ITV betting pundit.

Firstly, I have never subscribed to the widely-

held view that young Mr Chapman - I say young,

because at 73, I am nearly old enough to be his

grandfather - is the natural successor to the late

John McCririck.  

For the record, I was involved in horse racing

full-time in a variety of roles for over half a

century, with the Press Association, Raceform,

Timeform and the Gloucestershire Echo, before

five years spent working as a jockeys' agent. So I

feel fully qualified to proffer my personal opinion

on the matter. I was born into and have always

loved the world of the thoroughbred, and have

watched some great characters come and go, from

Prince Monolulu to John Rickman, from John

Oaksey to Sir Peter O'Sullevan.

In my opinion, Chapman is not fit to lick the

boots of any of this quartet. I find his

performances irritating and abrasive. On the

other hand, despite McCririck's forceful and

effusive style, I remain convinced that he drew

thousands of new fans into the sport. Can the

same be said about Chapman? "I think not", to

quote John Scanlon!

One particular review I read about Chapman's

broadcasting style labelled him "bombastic,

opinionated, enthusiastic and controversial". I

could sum it up in one word: "Loudmouth".

Yes, fair to say, most of my friends consider me

to be loud, but I am not on the telly!

Will Lefebve

Ferring, West Sussex

************

Shergar shambles 

I thoroughly agree with Mark’s recent comments

regarding the "team silks" used at the Shergar

Cup event. I would go further and do away with

the name panels that are pinned to the jackets.

They are too small to read and just look tacky.

I am a regular race-goer but would not ever

attend this meeting. Possibly the biggest turn-off

is the perceived "team" idea and the use of team

silks simply adds to the (mis) conception that the

races are run on a team basis and not on the

horses' merits.

If anything, I would think this would dissuade

first-time attendees from returning to a normal

meeting if they thought the races were being "set

up" in some sort of way. On top of this, win lose

or dead-heat, I would imagine the owners just

want to see their colours, especially at Ascot, and

have their colours seen nationwide.  Perhaps this

is why the likes of Godolphin and Sheikh

Hamdan swerve the meeting.

A compromise could be that the owners’

jackets are used but a coloured cap is allotted

individually to each of the 12 jockeys and they

wear that cap in all their races.  Since second

strings often wear a different-coloured cap to the

main colours, it wouldn’t be a matter of

contention for owners.

It's simple enough . . . white, black, red, dark

green, light green, dark blue, light blue, yellow,

shocking pink, purple, orange and light magenta.

And it would then be a doddle for commentators

to call the horses.

Whatever your views on the above, please keep

speaking out. The views of normal everyday

racing fans are never listened to, but need to be

heard.

Ian Middleton

Wakefield

************

End the confusion 

I agree entirely with Mark regarding the Shergar

Cup confusion over colours and wonder why they

don’t run in the owners’ colours and perhaps

wear armbands for team identification? 

I own Enigmatic, a reserve in the one-mile

handicap who unfortunately didn’t get a run, and

I have to say that things were even more

confusing in the owners’ viewing area because we

couldn’t hear the commentary.  

I was also disappointed to see a gentleman in

shorts in the Owners’ and Trainers’ lounge when

others had clearly gone to great lengths to look

smart. What is the point of a dress code if it isn’t

enforced? Are we to lose the prestige and

ambience that has for so many years graced our

better racecourses?

Trevor Milner 

Ipswich

************

Use the saddlecloths

I would suggest the saddlecloths are designed to

take the teams’ main colour. The jockeys could

wear owners’ colours as their silks while the caps

could match the saddlecloth. Numbers could be

Velcroed on to the saddlecloths.  This would

mean onlookers could easily identify the horses by

the owners’ silks, while the saddlecloth clearly

indicated which team.

Richard Blakemore-Brown

Bognor Regis, West Sussex 

************

It’s not just me!

Thanks, Mark, for highlighting the difficulty of

the various colours in the Shergar Cup. I stopped

bothering to watch it, thinking it was me getting

too old.  Evidently not!

Peter Easterby

Great Habton, Yorks

************

Questions over Frankel 

I must admit I was pleased to see the Klarion get

Elarqam's pedigree wrong – it’s good to know

there are some things that get by Mark Johnston

and his team! (See correction, page 33).

Attraction's pedigree wrong too, what next? A

leg on Raffle Prize missed? No, only joking! I do

admire Mark’s honesty with his numbers in the

recent 'Straight Talking' column on trainers’

incomes, following a Racing Post article. Re the

Racing Post, I think it is best to remember that

their largest clients by some considerable distance

are the UK bookmakers.

I would be intrigued to know Mark’s opinion

on Frankel. I have worked with lots of his

progeny on various stud farms, all from standout

mares - and the main thing they have in common

is that they are large and slow-looking. The

Racing Post and the rest of the UK bloodstock

industry seem to be afraid to admit he might be

failing. Frankel had more runners in the Ebor

handicap than all eight British/Irish Classics so

far.

His results are outstanding, but I think this

shows the importance of the mare. I am waiting

for the Racing Post article on what an excellent

broodmare sire Frankel is.

Alistair Fairclough

Wincanton

Mark gives his opinion on Frankel in his Straight

Talking column on page 4

************

Elarqam proving potential 

I was pleased to see Elarqam run such a fine race

in the Juddmonte at York. It seems that he is

really beginning to fulfil his potential and justify

the high regard in which I (and I'm sure Mark’s

team) have always held him. 

It will be interesting to see if the owner

considers supplementing him for the Arc. On

another day, with a clearer run through, he may

well have won at York, judged on how he finished

the race and he definitely seems worthy of a crack

at the Arc. 

I understand that the Champion Stakes is a

long-term aim but he would seemingly have a real

chance in the Arc if sent there. 

Congratulations on another great season so

far, keep up the good work, 

Andy Duncan

By email


